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Fan Xuepeng was a luminous Chinese film star through the silent era and into the sound era. She
was perhaps most famous for her performance as knightly female characters in martial arts films
from the late 1920s to the early 1930s. Later she became a regular on Chinese screens, often
portraying mothers and was given the nickname “the popular mother.” Far less known, however,
was her contribution to the film industry through setting up Qianghua Film Company and
working as a producer, special effects designer, and recording engineer in different periods of her
life. To explore her film career and to highlight how her work in the industry went beyond just
acting, this profile uses Chinese newspapers and magazines from the 1930s and Fan’s own
memoirs as the main references.
Fan was born Yao Xiongfei in 1908 in Jiangsu, to a once-noble family in decline. Her film career
started at Youlian Film Company where she was an actress under a short-term contract and a
hardworking staff. Her most successful role during this period was perhaps Thirteenth Sister in
Heroic Son and Daughter/兒⼥英雄 (1927), a no longer extant martial arts film that enjoyed a
half-a-month run in 1927, saved Youlian Film Company from bankruptcy, and spawned four more
sequels. The only extant film starring Fan from this period is Red Heroine/紅俠 (1929). It fell into
the category of martial arts-magic spirit film—a highly popular yet short-lived genre melding
martial art spectacles with fantastic narratives in an often eerie setting. The exaggeration of
martial arts skills, the fascination with the experience of flying, the use of experimental special
effects, and the renewed perception and self-perception of the female body in association with the











production of Red Heroine, she came up with the idea of dyeing her character with red ink to
make her authentically “red” (1956, 66). Although she was never credited as a special effects
designer, this visual trick triggered great interest among Nanyang audiences and therefore
contributed to the film’s commercial success. According to Fan, Mingxing Film Company even
borrowed this idea to portray Red Maiden in The Burning of the Red Lotus Temple/⽕燒紅蓮寺, a
legendary martial arts-magic spirit film series produced between 1928 and 1931 (1956,
66). “Special effects designer” as a category in motion picture credits most likely did not exist in
China at that time. In addition to the historiographical problem of lost films, that women could be
involved in various aspects of film production without earning a credit (and that these roles might
not be clearly defined) also plagues studies of women film pioneers in Chinese silent cinema and
may have contributed to an underestimation of Fan behind-the-scenes film work.
The proliferating martial arts-magic spirit genre came to an abrupt halt in 1931 when the National
Film Censorship Committee officially banned many films of this genre for their use of
superstitious motifs (Zhang 2005, 235). This ban put many small studios that had produced a
disproportionate number of martial arts-magic spirit films on the verge of bankruptcy (Xiao 1999,
192). In 1932, Fan was involved in a case of what I would like to call “twin films”/“雙胞案”:
Mingxing Film Company and Dahua Film Studio were both shooting Romance of Laughers and
Tears/啼笑因緣. As a result, the Dahua version, starring Fan, had to be turned into a stage
production. This interesting case of twin films foregrounded the permeability between film and
theater as a prevalent feature in the culture and art practices in China at that time. After working
as a stage actress in Nanjing, Tianjin, and other major cities for about one year, Fan returned to
Shanghai in the winter of 1933. Together with Wen Yimin and Yao Shiquan, Fan established
Qianghua Film Company in Xujiahui District, exploring her dual career as actress and producer.
“Qianghua,” literally meaning “Strong China,” revealed Fan’s ambition of producing progressive
films. Qianghua Film Company also kept a close relationship with Lianhua Film Company, where
the so-called left-wing influence was believed to be palpable. At a time when the sound film
industry in China was still in its infancy, Qianghua Film Company produced silent pictures,
including As They Awake/覺悟 (1933), Our Road to Life/我們的⽣路 (1933), and Iron Chain/鐵鏈
(1933). As They Awake depicted Meigu, betrayed by her husband, becoming a fallen woman at a
turbulent time. On June 1, 1933, an article in Shenbao praised this film for its capacity to resonate
with the audience: “It earned thousands of women’s tears!” (30). What is more, it received a
special award from the National Film Censorship Committee for its power to awaken the masses
and for its nuanced description of inner turmoil, according to a June 14 article in Shenbao (1933,
28). The premiere of Our Road to Life also saw the emergence of numerous film reviews. A July 7,
1933 article in Shenbao described it as a film comparable to Nikolai Ekk’s Road to Life (1931), a
Soviet film shown in Shanghai in 1932 (27). Indeed, Our Road to Life made good use of the so-
called Soviet editing style, especially contrasting montage and its social and political
implications. According to a negative review in Shenbao on July 8, 1933, however, this film used a
large number of inter-titles, so it was far from cinematic (25). The use of contrasting montage
continued in Iron Chain. For example, a shot of many nannies milking their breasts in order to
feed a dog in a rich family was followed by an image of a poor crying baby without milk. As Fan
recalled, they tried to sell Iron Chain to film entrepreneur Wu Bangfan, who believed that for
censorship reasons this film was too “left” to release (1956, 66). Consequently, Qianghua Film
Company closed down and Fan soon joined Tianyi Film Company. The short yet fascinating
history of Qianghua Film Company, to a certain extent, can be read as “the left turn” of Fan, who
had built her career making commercial films in the 1920s. It challenges the understanding of the
left-wing cinema as a radical movement and calls for more nuanced studies of the tension-ridden
historical period. It also offers an interesting case of censorship studies and testifies that censors
could be understood as agents within the field of film production, contributing to the making of
film texts often through negotiations and power exchanges.
During her time at Tianyi Film Company, Fan worked as a recording engineer in Hong Kong for
about one year. A 1935 article in Film News reported that Fan’s relocation signaled the company’s
devotion to its offshoot in Hong Kong (4). A 1936 article in Plasmatic Girls offered a different
view: it was because most of Fan’s pictures in Shanghai were losing money that the “useless”
actress, who could not speak Cantonese, was sent to Hong Kong (14). However, Fan, the article
continued, soon found “her new road to life” by quickly learning the sound recording techniques.
The contradiction highlighted the influence of the arrival of the sound era upon Fan’s career
trajectory. In the PRC era, Fan participated in the organizational activities of the Shanghai Drama
and Film Association and appeared in dozens of films and stage productions.
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Archival Paper Collections
Digitized newspapers, including the ones used to illustrate this profile, can be accessed online in
the Chinese Periodicals Database for the Republican Period 1911-1949 (民国时期期刊全⽂数据库).
[Note: database may require a login/university subscription].
Filmography
A. Archival Filmography: Extant Film Titles:
1. Fan Xuepeng as Actress
Red Heroine/紅俠. Dir.: Wen Yimin (Youlian Film Company China 1929) cas: Fan Xuepeng, Wen
Yimin, Zhao Taishan, Shang Guanwu, Zhu Shaoquan, Qu Yifeng, Xu Guohui, Wang Zhiqin, Chen
Meiyan, si, b&w, 35mm. Archive: China Film Archive [CNB].
B. Filmography: Non-Extant Film Titles: 
1. Fan Xuepeng as Producer and Actress 
As They Awake/覺悟, 1933; Our Road to Life/我們的⽣路, 1933; Iron Chain/鐵鏈, 1933; Bells Are
Ringing/鐘聲了, 1933.
2. Fan Xuepeng as Actress
Mother/母親, 1925; The Prostitute’s Son/娼⾨之⼦, 1926; The Tale of Lychee and Mirror/荔镜
传,1926; Heroic Son and Daughter/兒⼥英雄, 1927-1931; Magnificent Destiny/華麗緣, 1927;
Dream of the Red Chamber/紅樓夢, 1927; Heroic Couple/江湖情俠, 1928; Lin Chong/豹⼦頭林
沖, 1928; Mourning of the Chaste Tree Flower/泣荊花, 1928; Burning the Nine-Story Tower/⽕
燒九曲樓, 1929; Escape From the Tiger’s Jaws/虎⼜餘⽣, 1929; Land of the Giants/⼤⼈國, 1929;
The Red Heroine Smashes Gold Mountain Temple/ 紅⾐⼥⼤破⾦⼭寺, 1929; Disturbance on
Mount Wutai/⼤鬧五台⼭, 1929; The Final Verdict/樑上夫婿, 1929; Red Heroine II/續紅俠, 1930;
Ghostly Shadows in the Temple/梵燈⿁影, 1930; The Huangjiang Heroine/荒江⼥俠, 1930;
Seven Swords/七劍⼗三俠, 1931; Man and Full Moon /⼈⽉圓, 1931; A Spring Dream in the
Dance Hall/舞宮春夢, 1934; Daybreak/黎明, 1934; Renzhu/紉珠, 1934; A Broken Dream /殘夢,
1934;  Sinking/淪落, 1934; Hard Struggle/堅苦的奮⾾, 1935; Coming Back Again/重歸, 1935;
Mother/母親, 1935; My Female Classmates/⼥同學, 1936; Willow Village/楊柳村, 1937; An
Illegitimate Daughter/掌上珠, 1937; Biyun Palace/碧雲宮, 1938.
Credit Report
Many of the later sound films in which Fan Xuepeng appeared are extant. These include:
Mountain Bells Herald the Caravan/⼭間鈴響⾺幫來, 1954; Two Young Soccer Teams/兩個⼩⾜
球隊, 1956; Night Flight on the Foggy Sea/霧海夜航, 1957; Happiness/幸福, 1957; Let's Have a
Contest /你追我趕, 1958; Letter from the Front/ 前⽅來信, 1958; The Cuckoo Sings Again/布穀⿃
又叫了, 1958; Prison on Fire/鐵窗烈⽕, 1958; A Steel Family/鋼鐵世家, 1959; Spring is Always a
Riot of Color/萬紫千紅總是春, 1959; Nie Er/聶⽿, 1959; Secret of the Sacred Gourd/寶葫蘆的秘
密, 1963; Early Spring in February/早春⼆⽉, 1963; The East Is Red/東⽅紅, 1965.
As of now, the following later films that Fan Xuepeng appeared in are considered lost: Three
Smiles/ 三笑, 1940; Guanyin, the Bodhisattva/觀世⾳, 1940; The Empress/⼥皇帝, 1940; Qin
Xianglian/秦⾹蓮, 1940; Heroic Legend/英烈傳, 1941; The New Camille/新茶花⼥, 1941; Lady in
the Past/蕩婦, 1941.
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